
 

Personal Social and Emotional Development 

Likes and dislikes 

Think of different vegetables that your child may or 

may not be familiar with. Encourage your child to try 

some new or unusual vegetables. Which ones do they 

like? Which do they not like? Encourage them to share 

their likes and dislikes and say what it is they like or 

dislike about them.  

 

Hello Yellow! 

This week celebrates ‘World Mental Health’ day. Look 

for yellow in the environment. Talk about how yellow can 

be associated with the feeling of happiness - yellow 

sunshine, yellow flowers. Make a yellow collage of all the 

things that make you feel happy. Can you use the colour 

yellow in pictures?  

Communication and Language  

1.Shopping 

Using 5-10 pictures of or fruits and vegetables. Describe and 

name each food. Ask your child to select 1,2,3 objects by saying “I 

went to supermarket and I bought an apple, pear and plum’. Can 

your child select the correct objects? Repeat with other items. 

Can your child give instructions to you? 

 

2. Matching pairs 

Use pictures or ‘matching’ items of food. Choose an item. Ask your 

child to find some that match. Can they tell you why it matches? 

E.g. They are both apples. They are the same colour.  

 

3. Describing vegetables 

Hide some vegetables in a bag out of sight. Describe the 

vegetable for your child. Can they guess which vegetable you are 

describing? List the words you are using.  

Physical Development 

Healthy kebabs 

Support your child to hold a knife to cut different 

fruits into slices. Slide these onto a kebab stick or 

cocktail stick to make a fruit kebab.  

Don’t forget to wash your hands before you begin!  

 

Squiggle Wiggle 

Play some music and make gross motor movements 

using your body. Make vertical and horizontal lines 

and circles. Use mark making materials to make lines 

and circles. 

 

Healthy Foods 

In the story this week it talks about the importance 

of eating vegetables. Talk about why this is healthy. 

Can you make your own ‘vegetable glue’ using 

pictures, drawings or food items? 

Literacy 

Vegetable Glue 

Read the story –‘Vegetable Glue’ By Susan Chandler. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKI6ZyhUPUU 

Listen for the rhyming words in the story. Re read the 

story and ask your child to join in with the rhyming 

words and end of phrases. Talk about what happened in 

the story? Ask questions for your child to answer in 

response to the story. E.g. Why did her arm fall off? 

What happened at the end of the story? How did she 

get her arm fixed? What foods did she like to eat?  

 

 

Maths 

1. 5 Pea Pods in a Pea Pod Pressed 

Sing the song with your child.  

https://musicbus.com/resources/song-words/song-words-f/five-

little-peas/ Use some props such as playdough for peas or rolled 

paper and sing the rhyme. Can you choose another number of peas 

to have in your pod? If you are tasting pea pods as part of the 

‘likes and dislikes’ could you count how many peas are in each pod? 

 

2. Shape matching 

Show some basic shapes to your child e.g.  Circle, square, triangle, 

rectangle. Can they recognise these shapes? What do they notice 

about these shapes?  Draw around some basic shapes- Can they 

match them? Ask your child to look for other shapes that match 

in the environment.  

Understanding the World 

Where do fruit and vegetables come from? 

Discuss where our fruits and vegetables come from. 

Some come from other countries. Can you find out 

which ones? Look at food packaging to see where 

they come from? The accompanying power point may 

help with this discussion. 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Colour 

Look at the different colours on different 

vegetables. Can we name the colours? Can we sort 

them into colour groups? Do some have more than 

one colour?  
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3. Shapes and sizes 

When exploring fruit or vegetables, discuss the various shapes 

and sizes. Can we sort them into groups according to size, shape 

or colour?  

 

Use paint or drawing to make prints with the 

vegetables. Can they choose the correct colour to 

match the vegetable?  

 


